Justice is one of the most popular courses in Harvard University's history. Nearly one thousand students pack Harvard's historic Sanders Theatre to hear Professor Michael Sandel talk about justice, equality, democracy, and citizenship. This course aims to help viewers become more critically minded thinkers about the moral decisions we all face in our everyday lives. PBS International opens the door to this classroom that has captivated more than 14,000 students.

In this 12-part series, Sandel challenges us with difficult moral dilemmas and asks our opinion about the right thing to do. He then asks us to examine our answers in the light of new scenarios. The result is often surprising, revealing that important moral questions are never black and white. Sorting out these contradictions sharpens our own moral convictions and gives us the moral clarity to better understand the opposing views we confront in a democracy. Each episode consists of two parts that center on a common theme:

- **Episode 1**: The Moral Side of Murder / The Case for Cannibalism
- **Episode 2**: Putting a Price Tag on Life / How to Measure Pleasure
- **Episode 3**: Freedom to Choose / Who Owns Me?
- **Episode 4**: This Land is My Land / Consenting Adults
- **Episode 5**: Hired Guns? / For Sale: Motherhood
- **Episode 6**: Mind Your Motive / The Supreme Principle of Morality
- **Episode 7**: A Lesson in Lying / A Deal is a Deal
- **Episode 8**: What’s a Fair Start? / What Do We Deserve?
- **Episode 9**: Arguing Affirmative Action / What’s the Purpose?
- **Episode 10**: The Good Citizen / Freedom vs. Fit
- **Episode 11**: The Claims of Community / Where Our Loyalty Lies
- **Episode 12**: Debating Same-sex Marriage / The Good Life
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